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Abstract 
For graph rewriting Systems a notion of critical pair based only on the rewriting rules is 
defined. It is a generalization of the notion of critical pairs for term rewriting Systems. Using this 
definition, a local confluence theorem is obtained: 
“A graph rewriting System is locally confluent if and only if every critical pair of the System is 
convergent.” 
The confluence theorem follows: 
“A graph rewriting System is confluent if it is noetherian and if every critical pair of the System 
is convergent.” 
0. Introduction 
The concept of term rewriting System has been introduced by Knuth and Bendix 
[SJ in Order to solve the following Problem: determine whether, in a first-Order 
equalitary theory, two terms of a language are equal. The Problem is not decidable in 
the general case but tan be solved for several first-Order theories. 
For this purpose Knuth and Bendix replace in the theory’s axioms all equalities by 
antisymmetric relations. The axioms thus become “rewriting rules” in which the terms 
do not play the Same role any more. The computation on terms are oriented and an 
axiom is written I -+ r instead of 1= r. An elementary reduction or derivation is the 
application of an axiom to a term t of the language. It is denoted t -+ t’. This 
application is done using Substitutions. Oriented computation permits to replace the 
comparison of two terms t1 and t2 by that of two terms on which no reduction tan be 
obtained anymore. From the axiom of commutativity: x * y = y * x there emerge 
a Problem: In the case when the axiom yields a reduction on a term t, the Same axiom 
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Fig. 1. 
tan again be applied on the term obtained after reduction. When such an axiom is 
oriented the process does not get to an end. Huet [3] has studied the essential 
properties of relations of reduction: confluence and termination. 
A term rewriting System is noetherian or has the property of termination if there 
exists no infinite sequence of derivations. It is locally confluent if two terms, issued 
from the same term by two distinct derivations, give a same term after successive 
derivations. A sequence of derivations t + -.. + t’ is denoted by t 3 t’. 
In Order to study local confluence, one has to construct, for every couple (li, lj) of 
leftmost terms in the rewriting rules pi and pj, a unifier term m to which it is possible to 
apply the rules pi and pj. The couple of terms obtained in this way, (p, q), is called 
a critical pair of the System. A critical pair (p, q) is said convergent if there exist a term 
s of the language and two sequences of derivations p 5 s and q 5 s (Fig. 1). 
A fundamental theorem of term rewriting Systems is the following: 
A term rewriting System is locally convergent $and only if all its critical pairs are 
convergent. 
The extension to graphs of the concept of rewriting Systems is due to Ehrig [2], 
Raoult [S], Kennaways [4], etc. Bauderon and Courcelle [l] have preferred to work 
on hypergraphs since the Substitution of an hypergraph to an hyperedge operates in 
the same way as the Substitution of a word to a letter in a language. 
That is the Point of view we Chose in Order to obtain a local confluence theorem in 
this Paper. 
1. Occurrences and contexts 
Term rewriting is based on the concept of substituting a term to a variable in 
another term. In Order to use a similar concept for graph rewriting, it is more 
convenient to work with hypergraphs, i.e. graphs with edges between a finite number 
k of vertices. Such an edge is said of type k. 
1.1. Hypergraphs 
Definition 1.1. Let d be an alphabet typed by N. Let z(a) be the type of a E &. An 
hypergraph (called also graph if there is no ambiguity), oriented, labeled by d, is 
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a quintuplet: G = (V,, Eo, labo, uertG, srcG), where 
(i) V, is the set of vertices of G, 
(ii) EG is the set of hyperedges (called also edges) of G, 
(iii) labt : E, + d associates to every edge e of G a label a in d such that r(a) = k if 
k is the number of vertices, distinct or not, belonging to this edge. 
(iv) for every edge e in G with k vertices, distinct or not, and for every i, 1 < i f k, 
uerto(e, i) is the ith vertex of the edge e. 
(v) srcG is a finite sequence of vertices of G called sequence of the sources of G. Let 
n be the cardinal of this sequence, II is called the type of G and, for every i, 1 < i < n, 
sc,(i) denotes the ith element of this sequence. 
The sources of the graph G are the vertices of G used as interface when G is glued 
together with other graphs to build new ones. They are also called the external vertices 
of G. The other vertices are called the internal vertices of G. 
The set of finite graphs labeled by d is denoted by 9(d). 
Example 1. A word on an alphabet d tan be interpreted as an hypergraph labeled on 
the same alphabet. The type of every edge is two. The word abbab tan be interpreted 
as the hypergraph: b b +.+.+.!+.?+. 2. There are two sources: The first vertex 
and the last one. The sources tan be used for gluing this hypergraph to other 
hypergraphs also representing words. The result is another hypergraph representing 
a word with an occurrence of abbab. The other vertices are internal. 
The occurrence of an hypergraph G in an hypergraph H tan be recognized in the 
same way as the occurrence of a word in another one. 
The Problem is to recognize not only G in H, but also the vertices used for gluing. 
Here the notion of homomorphism of hypergraphs is not sufficient to determine an 
occurrence of G in H, we have to add conditions on the sources of G. 
1.2. Occurrence of a graph in another one 
Definition 1.2. An occurrence of G in H, h : G + H, is a pair of maps (h,, hE) such that 
hE : Eo + EH preserves the labels, and that the image by hV : VG + VH of the ith vertex of 
an edge e of G is the ith vertex of the edge h,(e). In addition: 
(Ei) hE is injective; 
(E,) if the vertices I/ and V’ are distinct and h,(V) = h,( V’), then V and v’ are 
sources of G; 
(EJ if h,( V) is a Source of H or if h,( V) belongs to an edge of EH - hE(EG) then Vis 
a Source of G. 
If such an occurrence exists then G is called a factor of H. 
Example 2. In Fig. 2 the graph G is a factor of the graph H. The occurrence h of G in 
H is as follows: the image of the edge of G labeled * with sources 1 and 4 is the edge of 
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G: 
Fig. 2. 
H labeled * with sources 1 and 3, and the image of the edge of G labeled * with sources 
2 and 3 is the edge of H labeled * with Source 2. 
Lemma 1.3. Let k = (kV, kE) : G + K and h = (h,, he) : K -+ H be occurrences, then 
h o k = (hV 0 kV, hE 0 kE) : G + H is an occurrence. 
Proof. (i) he 0 kE is injective and preserves the labels, and the image by hv 0 kV of the 
ith vertex of an edge e of G is the ith vertex of the edge (hEo kE) (e). 
(ii) Let V and v’ be distinct vertices of G such that (h, 0 kV) (V) = (h, 0 kV) (v’). If 
k,(V) = k,( V’), V and v’ are sources of G since k is an occurrence. Since h is an 
occurrence, if k,( V) # k,( V’), then k,(V) and kv( V’) are sources of K and then V and 
v’ are sources in G. 
(iii) In the same way, it is easy to verify that if Vis a vertex of G such that (h 0 k), (V) 
is a Source of H or belongs to an edge of EH - (h 0 k),(E,), then V is a Source of G. 
Therefore h 0 k is an occurrence. 0 
In Example 1, the word abb has an occurrence in the word abbab. This property is 
also verified by the corresponding hypergraphs. Let ~4’ = d u (u} be an extension of 
the alphabet d. The word abbab tan be considered as obtained by substituting the 
word abb to the letter u in the word uab. In the Same way i f+ ?? 5 ?? % ?? 5 ?? 5 ; is 
obtained by substituting 7 % ?? 5 ?? d, ; to the edge labelled u in the hypergraph 
i % ?? f+ ?? 0, ;. The concept of Substitution tan be extended to hypergraphs in the 
following way. 
1.3. Substitutions, contexts 
Definition 1.4. Let G and H be two graphs. Let G be of type p, and let e be an edge of 
type p in H. The graph G’ obtained by substituting G to the edge e in H, is defined by: 
(i) EG, = EG u (EH - {e}). 
(ii) V,, is the set V, u V, modulo the equivalence relation generated by the pairs 
(wo(i), vert,(e, i)) for every i, 1 < i < p. 
(iii) labo, is the restriction of labo u lab, to the edges of G’. 
(iv) The sources of G’ are the images of the sources of H by the canonical map of 
V, u VH in V&. 
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Remark. The relation between the vertices of G and H tan be interpreted as the gluing 
of G by its sources to each vertex of H where the edge e has been unglued. If e is the 
only edge labeled u in H, we denote G’ = H[G/u]. 
G’ and G being given, there tan be many graphs H such that G’ = H[G/u], but if all 
sources of G are distinct vertices then the graph H is unique [l]. 
Theorem 1.5. Let G and H be two graphs labeled by an alphabet ~2. The following 
conditions are equiualent: 
(i) there exists an occurrence h of G in H, 
(ii) there exists a graph K labeled by d v {u}, where u is the label of one and only one 
edge of K, such that H is obtained by substituting G to the edge of K labeled u: 
H = K[G/u]. 
The graph K is called a context of G in H. The occurrence h is defined in a unique 
way by the context K, and, if the sources of G are all distinct, the correspondence 
between h and K is one to one. 
Proof (cf. Cl]). Let G be of type n, let h be an occurrence of G in H and let e be a new 
edge of type n. The graph K is defined by 
V, = (V, - b(V,)) u (hdsrcd), . . . , srcdn))), 
srcK = srcH, 
the labels of the edges of EH - h,(Eo) are preserved and e has a label u such that 
u does not occur in d. For every i, 1 < i < n, the ith vertex of e is identical to 
h”(srco(i)), and for every e’ E EH - hE(EG), uerttc(e’,j) = uertH(e’, j). 
We tan verify that H = K [G/u]. 
Conversely, let H = K [G/u], let &:Eo -+ EH be the inclusion, let iV be the restric- 
tion to Vc of the canonical surjection V, u V, + V,, then (iV, iE) is an occurrence 
defined by K in a unique way. 0 
Example 3. In Fig. 2 the graph K is the context of G in H. H = K [G/u]. 
2. Graph extensions 
Given a graph G and two elementary derivations of G via distinct rewriting rules, 
Kennaways and Raoult, in their Papers [S, 101, define critical pairs using a pushout 
followed by a pullback of occurrences. Since their approach makes it necessary to 
investigate all graphs in the language, in Order to inventory all critical pairs, it does 
not allow to decide about local confluence of the considered rewriting System. For 
term rewriting Systems, local confluence tan be studied by looking only at the rules of 
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the System. Here we define a quasi-order on graphs, the lower upper bounds of two 
heads of rules yield, after two derivations, the corresponding critical pairs. 
2.1. Quasi-Order on graphs 
The quasi-order on graph we want to define must be an extension of the Order of the 
subword. The definition of the quasi-order is then linked to the concept of occurrence 
of a graph in another one. 
Definition 2.1. Let G and H two graphs labeled by an alphabet d, we define the 
relation G < H if and only if G is a factor of H. 
The corresponding stritt inequality is noetherian. In Order to prove it, let us 
associate to every graph G the triplet of integers (po, CJ~, TG), where pe = 1 Eo/ is the 
number of edges of G, qG is the number of internal isolated vertices of G, i.e. the 
internal vertices not belonging to any edge of G and rG the number of nonisolated 
Source vertices of G. 
Lemma 2.2. If the occurrence of G in H is a bijection between the edges of G and H, then 
rH < TG+ 
Proof. Let h = (h,, hE) be an occurrence of G in H and let V be a nonisolated Source of 
H. V belongs to an edge e E EH. Let V = w&&?, i). There exists a unique edgefE Eo 
such that hE(f) = e. Let U = th?&(f, i). Then h”(U) = Vand since Vis a Source of H, 
U is a Source of G. Therefore ro is then greater than rH. 0 
Proposition 2.3. The relation > on graphs labeled by d dejned by H > G ifand only if 
G < H and not H < G, is noetherian. 
Proof. Let h = (h,, hE) be an occurrence of G in H. 
(a) If hE is not a bijection, 1 Eo ( < 1 EH ) then pc < pH. For the lexicographic Order on 
N 3, (PC, qG> TG) < h-f? qHy bf). 
(b) If hE is a bijection then by Lemma 2.2, rH < ro. 
(1) Let rH = rG. Since h = (h,, hE) is an occurrence of G in H, hV restricted to the 
internal vertices of G is an injection. Thus hV restricted to the internal nonisolated 
vertices of G is also an injection. Let GO (resp. HO) be the graph constituted by the 
isolated vertices of G (resp. H) and define G’ = G - G,, (resp. H’ = H - HO). Let 
h’ = (hl., hE) be the restriction of h to G’. Since hE is bijective, h& is a bijection between 
the internal vertices of G’ and those of H’. The image under h;. of a Source of G’ 
cannot be an internal vertex of H’ already image of an internal vertex of G’. So 
h;, maps the set of Source vertices of G’ into the set of Source vertices of H’. Let 
vert,,(e, i) be a Source of H’. Since hE is bijective, there exists a unique edgefE Eo, such 
that hE(f) = e hence h&(vert,,(f; i)) = uerta,(e, i). Thus uer&,(f; i) is a Source of G’ 
and hl, restricted to the sources of G’ is surjective. As the set of Source vertices of G’ 
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and the set of Source vertices of H’ have the same cardinality, then Ir;, maps bijectively 
the Source vertices of G’ onto the Source vertices of H’. Let g = h’- ‘, g is defined and is 
an occurrence of H' in G’. The occurrence g cannot be extended to an occurrence of 
H in G since H $G. The image of an isolated Source vertex of H by an occurrence tan 
be any Source of G, but, since it is not possible to extend g by an occurrence of H in G, 
the internal isolated vertices of H cannot have an injective image in the set of the 
internal isolated vertices of G. Consequently gG < qH and (po, gG, rG) < (pH, qH, rH). 
(2) Let rH < rG. The number of nonisolated Source vertices of G, rG, is less than the 
number of nonisolated vertices of G, hence less than the sum C(G) of the types of the 
edges of G. Since hE is a bijection, C(G) = C(H) and rG < C(H). 
Let Hl >H, > See >H, > ... be a sequence of relations. At each Step: HL > Hi + 1, 
either the triplet of positive numbers, (pHi, qHi, rH,), is strictly decreasing for the 
lexicographic Order, or r-H< is strictly increasing but remains bounded by C(H,). 
Therefore, the sequence is finite and the relation > is noetherian. 0 
Now we want to determine the characteristic properties of the couples of graphs 
(G, H) admitting occurrences g : G + H and h : H + G 
Definition 2.4. An occurrence g = (gV, gE) of a graph G in a graph H is quasi- 
isomorphic if: 
(i) gE is a bijection, 
(ii) gV restricted to the set of internal vertices of G is a bijection onto the set of 
internal vertices of H, 
(iii) gV restricted to the set of nonisolated Source vertices of G is a bijection onto the 
set of nonisolated Source vertices of H. 
Example 4. 
G: f-L..-+.2 Hl ? ‘J ,! 
46 
? = ,: 
638 
. L,? 
!.. l2.3 . . . 
Let an occurrence g of G in H be defined by: 
g(! l3 ,2)=3 l2 +!, g(: * ,4;6)=6;8 a ,?, g(I) = : 
and the images of the two isolated vertices of G are the two isolated vertices of H. 
The occurrence h of H in G is detined by 
h(? ’ ,?)= ? ‘J ,4;6, /,(%’ ’ + !) = ! ’ , f 
h(t) = h(z) = h(j) = 2 
g and h are quasi-isomorphic occurrences. 
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Proposition 2.5. The relation 8 dejned on the set 9(a) by: 
GW H if and only if there exists a quasi-isomorphic occurrence of G in H, is an 
equivalence relation. 
Proof. The relation is reflexive since there exists the occurrence identity between 
a graph G and itself verifying the conditions for quasi-isomorphism. It is transitive, 
because the composition of two occurrences is an occurrence and the bijectivity of the 
restricted maps is preserved by composition. 
Let h = (h,, hE): G + H be a quasi-isomorphic occurrence and let 
g = (gV, gs) : H + G be defined by: 
6) gE, hE l> 
(ii) the restriction of gV to the internal vertices of H coincides with the inverse 
image of the restriction of hy to the internal vertices of G; 
(iii) the restriction of gV to the nonisolated Source vertices of H coincides with the 
inverse image of the restriction of hy to the nonisolated Source vertices of G; 
(iv) the image by gV of the isolated Source vertices of H may be any Source vertex 
of G. 
It is easy to verify that g is a quasi-isomorphic occurrence of H in G, hence the relation 
R is symmetric. It is an equivalence relation. 0 
Proposition 2.6. The relation < on Y(.u’) is a quasi-order. 
Proof. (1) The map identity between a graph G and itself is an occurrence. 
(2) The composition of two occurrences is an occurrence. 
(3) Let G < H and H < G. The isolated Source vertices of a graph G may be 
mapped by an occurrence of G in H, on any Source vertex of H. But the internal 
isolated vertices of G must be mapped on internal isolated vertices of H. Let g : G -f H 
and h : H + G be occurrences corresponding to the two relations G < H and H < G. 
Since the number of edges of a graph is finite h 0 g and g 0 h are occurrences such that 
(h 0 gh and (g 0 h)E are bijective. 
In the same way the restriction of (h 0 9)” to the set of internal vertices of G into the 
same set (resp. the restriction of (g 0 h), to the internal vertices of H into the same set) is 
bijective. The restrictions of (h 0 g)” (resp. (g 0 h)“) to the set of nonisolated sources 
vertices in the same set is also bijective. 
Hence h 0 g and g 0 h are quasi-isomorphic occurrences. Since the graphs are finite, 
the maps gE and hE and the restricted maps of gV and hy have the same properties, so 
that g and h are quasi-isomorphic occurrences. Hence G W H. The relation < is 
a partial Order on g(d)/%?. 0 
Remark. h 0 g and g 0 h are not necessarily identities as one tan see in Example 4. The 
composition h 0 g is not the map identity because (h 0 g) ( ‘) = 2, but the occurrences 
g and h, when restricted to the graphs rid of isolated Source vertices, are graph 
isomorphisms that preserve the Source vertices but not necessarily their Order. 
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H: 
i 
FO: 
Fig. 3 
sources 2 and 3 belong. These vertices are not sources therefore the conditions (Q2) 
and (Qs) on relation are not fulfilled. 
Let W1 be the relation linking the edge labeled * in G, to which sources 2 and 
3 belong, to the edge labeled * of H. The relation YI between vertices is a consequence 
of the relation between edges. We thus obtain a graph extension Fr (Fig. 4) and there is 
no other nontrivial graph extension than F1 up to another numeration of the sources. 
We denote g1 and hl the occurrences of G and H in FI. 
Proposition 2.8. (i) Let G and H be two graphs labeled by &. For every Fr graph 
extension of G and H, G < Fr and H < Fr. 
(ii) Let K be a graph such that G < K and H < K. There exists a graph extension of 
G and H, F,, defined in a unique way, up another numeration of the sources, by the 
occurrences g and h of G and H in K, such that Fr < K. Let gq and h, be the occurrences 
of G and H in F4, k be the occurrence of F4 in K, then g = k 0 gq and h = k 0 h,. The triplet 
(F,, gq, h,) is called extension of G and H for (K, g, h). 
Proof. The proof of this proposition, very technical and without any interest for what 
follows, tan be found in the appendix. 0 
Example 5 (continued). Let K be the graph in Fig. 5. 
The graphs G and H in Fig. 3 have obvious occurrences g and h in K, and 
(F,, gl, h,) in Fig. 4 is the extension of G and H for (K, g, h). 
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Fig. 4. Fig. 5 
3. Application to graph rewriting Systems 
In Order to extend to graphs the notion of term rewriting Systems, it is convenient to 
use the Substitution of a graph to an hyperedge introduced in Definition 3.3. Just as 
for a term, when a rewriting rule (L + R) of a given System tan be applied to a graph 
G, the occurrence of the left part L of the rule hence a context graph K such that 
G = K [L/u], has to be found. The edge to be substituted must have the same type as 
L. Accordingly, in Order to define a derivation, the rewriting rule must be constituted 
by two graphs of the same type. 
Definition 3.1. (i) A graph rewriting System is a finite set 9’ of pairs of graphs of same 
type, (Li, Ri)ie,, denoted by (Li = Ri)i,i, such that, for every i E Z, the sources of Li are 
distinct. 
(ii) An elementary rewriting step (or an elementary step of derivation) via a rewrit- 
ing rule p = (L, R) of 9, is defined as follows: G P-G’ if and only if there exists 
K E S(zZ u (~1) where u is a new Symbol of type r(u) = z(L), labelling a unique edge 
in K, such that G = K [L/u] and G’ = K [R/u]. 
K is a context of L in G. 
The conditions on the sources of the graphs in the rewriting rules, give the 
uniqueness of the context used in the derivation. The derivation of a graph G via a rule 
p at a given occurrence is unique and the occurrence of R in G’ is defined in a unique 
way by the occurrence of L in G. 
Let Y = (pl,..., pl) be a graph rewriting System. We denote G ZG’ if there exists 
Pi E Y such that G PlG’. The reflexive and transitive closure of the relation 
2 is called derivation or reduction by 9’ and denoted 5. 
One of the most important properties of rewriting Systems is local confluence (see 
Definition 3.2). If a term rewriting System is locally confluent and if every string of 
derivations is finite, then every term t has a unique normal form t, i.e. there is a unique 
term E such that t Z t and no derivation tan be applied to f. This notion is extended to 
graph rewriting Systems. 
Definition 3.2. A graph rewriting Systems 9’ is locally confluent if, for every graph 
G such that G1 SG 5 Gz, there exists a graph T such that G1 ,: T $ G2. 
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Proposition 3.3. The relation of reduction is compatible with Substitution: Let K be 
a graph in 9(d v {u> where u is the label of one and only one edge in K. Let p = (L, R) 
be a rewriting rule. G ?G’ implies that K [G/u] 5 K [G’/u], and the occurrence of L in 
K [G/u] is the composition of the occurrence of L in G with the occurrence of G in 
K CWI. 
Proof. Let p = (L, R) and G z G’. There exists a unique context of L in G, 
c E QW v {W)), associated to the derivation, such that G = C[L/w] and 
G’ = C[R/w]. Let H = K [G/u]. G has an occurrence hz in H and L has an occurrence 
hl in G, therefore L has an occurrence h2 0 hl in H. There exists a unique context of 
L in H, K’ E ‘S(.& v {u}) associated with this occurrence, such that H = K’[L/o]. To 
prove the proposition we have to show that H’ = K’[R/o]. 
LAG=C[L/w]A H = K[C[L/w]/u] = K’[L/u]. 
The context graph K’ is the context of L in K[C[L/w]/u] 
In the same way: 
Rk“ G’ = C[R/w] --% H’ = K[C[R/w]/u]. 
Since the context of R in K[C[R/w]/u] is the context of L in K [C[L/w]/u], then this 
context is K’ and H’ = K’[R/o]. •1 
Definition 3.4. Let (L =S R) and (L’ * R’) be two rewriting rules in a graph rewriting 
System .Y, and let FP, p # 0, be a graph extension of L and L’. Then there exist two 
context graphs K and K’, such that Fp = K [L/u] and Fr = K’[L’/u]. 
The elementary Steps of derivation of Fp using the rules (L =S R) and (L’ + R’) 
determine a couple of graphs: P = K [R/u] and Q = K’[R’/u] called a critical pair of 
the rules (L *R) and (L’ * R’) for Fp. 
Remark. There are as many critical pairs determined by (L * R) and (L’ =z- R’) as 
there are nontrivial graph extensions of L and L’. 
Example 6. (See Fig. 6.) Let d = (*, e, i) be an alphabet type by r(*) = 3, r(e) = 1, 
z(i) = 2. 
Since there does not exist any nontrivial graph extension of L1 and Lz, there exist 
no critical pair between the first and second rules. There is one nontrivial graph 
extension FI of L2 and L3 (see Examples 2 and 5), giving the critical pair (Pi, QJ in 
Fig. 7. 
There are two nontrivial graphs extensions F2 and F3 between the graphs L1 and L3 
giving the critical pairs (Pz, Qz) and (Ps, Q3) (Figs. 8 and 9): 
Theorem 3.5. The relation y is locally conjluent ifs, for every critical pair (P. Q) of 9, 
there exists a graph N such that P $ N and Q $ N. 
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Fig. 10. 
Fig. 11. 
Proof. Obviously, if the relation T is locally confluent the graph N exists. 
Let G be a graph reducing to GI via the rule L1 per, and reducing to Gz via the rule 
L,zRz. Let hl:L1+G and hz:Lz + G be the corresponding occurrences and 
(F,, h; , h;) be the graph extension of L, and L2 relative to (G, hl, h,). From Proposi- 
tion 2.8, there exists a unique occurrence k : Fq -f G such that the diagram shown in 
Fig. 10 commutes. 
(i) Gase q = 0: The graph L1 0 Lz has an occurrence k in G. There exists a unique 
context K such that G = KIL1 0 L,/u], L1 0 Lz g-R1 0 Lz and L1 0 L2 3 
L1 0 RZ. Accordingly, as per Proposition 3.3, KIL1 0 L,/u] zK[R, 0 L,/u] and 
KC& 0 b/ul gKC& 0 Rdul. Therefore, KCR1 0 LJul g-KCR, 0 Rh1 f 
KIL1 0 R&], and the assertion is verified. 
(ii) Case q # 0: L1 zR1 and Lz gR2 determine a critical pair (P, Q) for F4 and 
there exists a unique occurrence hy : R1 -t P (resp. hl : RZ + Q) corresponding to the 
occurrence h; : L, + Fq (resp. h; : Lz -+ Fq) (see Fig. 11). 
As per Proposition 3.3, there exists a unique occurrence kl : P + r, corresponding 
to the occurrence k : Fq -+ G by the derivation F4 2P. Composing the occurrences, 
kl oh!: R1 + rl corresponds in a unique way to ko h; by the derivation 
L1 gR1 (See Fig. 12). 
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Fig. 12. 
Fig. 13 
Fig. 14. 
Since k, 0 h; = hl, T, is the result of the derivation of G by the rule pl for 
the occurrences hl. Since the derivation at a given occurrence is unique, the 
graphs T, and G1 are isomorphic. Using in the same way the rule L2 ZR,, we 
obtain the diagram shown in Fig. 13. As there exists a graph N such that P > N 
and Q > N, this diagram tan be completed as in Fig. 14 with the occurrences t1 and 
t2 of N in Tl and T,. In Order to prove local confluence we have to show that the 
graphs Tl and T2 are isomorphic. Let us consider the derivations Fp 3P 5 N and 
F,zQ 9$- N. 
Let K be the context of Fq in G for the occurrence k, then G = K[F,/u]. The 
compatibility of the relation of reduction with the Substitution (Proposition 3.3) used 
for each elementary step of derivation, implies that Tl (resp. T2) is isomorphic to 
K[N/u]. Hence T, and T, are isomorphic (see Fig. 15). 
The occurrences of N in Tl and T2 are determined in a unique way by the context 
K. Then t1 = t2 and the relation z is locally confluent. [7 
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4. Conclusion 
It has been shown that, in the case of an hypergraph rewriting System, it is possible, 
in the same way as for term rewriting System, to deduce local convergence from the 
convergence of some strings of derivation, directly constructed with the rewriting rules. 
The confluence theorem follows (see [4]): 
“A graph rewriting System is confluent if it is noetherian and if every critical pair of 
the System is convergent.” 
It should be even possible, if the critical pairs are not convergent, to complete the 
System, creating new rules, to obtain an equivalent convergent System as Knuth and 
Bendix have done in [S] for term rewriting Systems. But, in Order to choose between 
the graphs in a critical pair what one will be the leftmost graph in the rule created, it is 
necessary to associate a weight, i.e. a positive integer with suitable properties, to 
a graph. For graphs associated with terms, the method described in [S] tan be 
applied. The Problem is now to see for what kind of graphs it tan be extended. In the 
case of network reliability analysis a similar result has been obtained by Okada and 
Hayashi [S] independently of this Paper. 
Appendix. Proof of Proposition 2.8 
Definition A.l. Two vertices X and X’ in V, u V, are n-step equivalent modulo $, if 
there exists X1 , X2, . . . , X, distinct vertices of V, u V,, such that Xi = X, X, = X’ 
and for every i, 1 < i < PI - 1, either (Xi, Xi+ r) or (Xi+ r, Xi) is in C,. 
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Lemma A.2. Let V and V’ be two distinct vertices of G in the same Y+lass, V and V 
are source vertices in G. 
Proof. The vertices V and V’ cannot be isolated vertices because the equivalence class 
of isolated vertices has only two elements, one in Vc, one in V,. 
The proof of Lemma A.2 is an induction on the number of Steps in the equivalence 
between V and V’. 
(a) If V and V’ are two-step equivalent modulo YP, then there exists a vertex W in 
H such that V and W, (resp. Wand V’), are one-step equivalent modulo YP, hence give 
a couple in C,. There exists edges ei, e, in EG and fj, fk in E, such that: 
(i) V = VUt~(ei, m), W = vert&, m) = vertH(fk, p), v’ = verto(el, p) 
(ii) ei Bpfj, el gpfk 
V and v’ are distinct vertices. The condition ei # er or m # p holds, hence the 
condition (Q4) implies that fj # fk or m # p. By condition (Q3), V and v’ are sources 
vertices in G. 
(b) Assume that V and v’ are 2n-step equivalent modulo YP. There exists X in 
Vo such that v’ and X are distinct vertices, V and X are 2(n - 1)-step equivalent 
modulo YP X and v’ are two-step equivalent modulo YP. By induction hypothesis 
V and v’ are sources vertices in G. 0 
A.1. Proof of Proposition 2.??(i) 
Let h : G --f Fp be defined as follows. 
Definition of hE: if there exists fj E E, verifying ei9,fj then h,(ei) = gij else 
h,(eJ = ei. 
Dejnition of hV: h,(V) is the vertex of Fp representing the equivalence class of V in 
the relation YP. 
h’ : H + Fp is defined in the same way. 
Therefore, hE preserves the labels of edges and for every e E Eo and for every n such 
that the equality is defined, h”(verto(e, n)) = vertFp(hE(e), n). 
(i) Suppose h,y(eJ = h,(e,). 
If h,(ei) = ei, then ei = e,. If there existsfj E EH such that eiW,fj then h,(eJ = gij. 
Therefore there exists fi E EH such that ekWPfi hence h,(e,) = gkl, but the equality 
gij = gkl implies that i = k, j = 1, and ci = ek. Thus hE is an injective map. 
(ii) Let V and V’ be distinct vertices of G such that h,(V) = h,( V’). The vertices 
V and v’ are equivalent modulo Y_,. By Lemma A.2, the vertices V and V’ are sources 
of G. 
(iii) If h,( V) is a Source of Fp then V is a Source of G since a Source in Fp is a YP-class 
of vertices in V, u VH which all are sources. 
(iv) Let V E V, be a vertex such that h,(V) is a vertex belonging to an edge 
gk E EF, - h,(E,), there exists m such that h,(V) = vertF,(gk, m). Since the Y,-class of 
an isolated vertex is an isolated vertex of Fp, the vertex V may not be isolated. 
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The edge gk is image of an edge fi of H by h’, gk = hE(f,) and 
oert,,(hE(f,), m) = h;(oert,(f,, m)). Let W be the vertex vert&, m) thus the egality 
h,(V) = h;(W) holds. The vertices V and W are equivalent modulo YP. If V and 
W are equivalent in one Step, then there exists ei E EG and fi E EH such that ei W,fi, 
V = rertc(ei, n) and W = uert,(fj, n). The edgef, is not related by 9, to an edge e, of 
G, because gk = hE(f,) = hE(e,) should be in h,(E,) and this is impossible. Therefore, 
fj #f* and ue%(fj, n) = ne%(f,, ), m an condition (43) implies that Vis a Source of d 
G. If V and Ware equivalent in more than one Step, then there exists a vertex of G, 
such that v’ is distinct of V and equivalent to V. By Lemma A.2, the vertex V is 
a Source of G. 
Therefore h is an occurrence of G in Fp and G < Fp. In the same way h’ : H + Fp is an 
occurrence and H < Fp. 
A.2. Proof of Proposition 2.8(ii) 
h 
<I 
\ 
/ 
h 
H 
Let 9, = {(ei,fj), ei E EG and fj E EH, such that gE(ei) = hE(fj)}. This relation 
verifies the conditions (Ql)-(QJ: 
(*) The condition (Qr) is verified since g and h are occurrences. 
(w) If W, = 0, W, is the relation W,,. If W, # 0, gE and hE are injective so the 
condition (44) is verified. 
(***) Let be (ei,fi) E 9J4 such that UertG(ei, m) = uert,(er, p), and ei # el or m # p. 
Since gv(nertc(ei, m)) = gv(uertG(el, p)) and gv(uertc(ei, m)) = h,(uert&, m)), it fol- 
lows that gV(uertG(el, p)) = h,(uert&, m)) an d nerMg&), P) = uertdhdfj), m). 
(i) If gE(el) 4 hE(EH), then, since h is an occurrence, uert&, m) is a Source in H. 
(ii) If gE(el) E hE(EE), then there exists fi E EH, such that gE(el) = hE(fr) i.e. e, %‘,f,. 
Therefore rerWE(el), PI = ~er~~(h&A P). Thus uertdhdfj), m) = uertdhd.0, P) 
and h,(uert&, m)) = h”(uert&, p)). If m = p then ei # ef. The maps gE and hE 
being injective, gE(eJ # gE(el) implies fj #f,. Since h is an occurrence, if 
uerta(fj, m) # uert&, p) then these vertices are sources. 
The condition (Qz) is satisfied. In the same way, one tan show that the condition 
(Q3) is satisfied too. 
Let Yq be the one-to-one relation between isolated vertices of G and H defined by 
(V, v’) E Yq if and only if gV( V) = h,( v’). Let Fq be the graph extension of G and 
H associated to the relations W, between the edges of G and H, and Yq between the 
isolated vertices of G and H, unique up to a Permutation among the sources of Fq. Let 
gq and h, be the respective occurrences of G and H in Fq. 
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In Order to prove that Fq d K we have to find an occurrence of Fq in K. Let 
k : Fq -+ K be a map as follows. 
Definition of kE: 
~ if gr = ei and if ei E Ec - {cj E EG such that there isf, E EH verifying ej92)4f*}, then 
kE(gJ = gE(eJ; 
_ if gl =fi and iffi E EH - {fj E EH such that there is e, E EG verifying e, ~~fj}, then 
kE(gl) = Mfi); 
~ kE(gij) = gE(eJ = hE(fj) if, in the definition of Fq, gij is constructed by the relation 
ei a,fj. 
Definition of k,: 
~ k,(vert,q(gl, m)) = uertK(k,(gl), m) for every edge gr of Fq and for every m such that 
the equality is defined; 
~ for every isolated vertex W of Fq, k,(W) = g(V) if there exists VE GV such that 
W = gq( V) and k,(W) = h( V’) if there exists V’ E HV such that W = h4( V’). This 
definition is consistent since, by definition of Fq, if gJ V) = h4( V’) then 
g(V) = h( V’). 
It is easy to verify that g = k 0 gq and h = k 0 h, and that k is an homomorphism of 
graphs. 
In Order to show that k is an occurrence it remains to be verified that the conditions 
(E1))(E3) are fulfilled. 
(Ei) Since ei9,fj if and only if gE(ci) = hE(fj), then kE is injective. 
(E2) Let V and v’ be two distinct vertices of Fq such that k,(V) = k,( V’). 
(i) If v = g,(W) and V’ = hq( W’), WEG” and W’ E Hv, then 
k, 0 gq( W) = kV 0 h4( W’), i.e., gV( W) = h,( W’). By definition of Fp, W and W’ are in 
the same YP-class. Hence V = v’, which is a contradiction. 
(ii) For every Wand w’ in V, such that V = gJ W) and v’ = g& KJ’), Wand w’ are 
distinct. Since gV( W) = k,(V) and gV( lV’) = k,( V’), it follows that gV( W) = gv( W’). 
And, since g is an occurrence, W and w’ are sources in G. Every element of the 
$,-class V are sources, therefore V is a Source in F,. The same holds for V’. 
The similar property in the case V = h4( W) and I” = h,( W’), Wand 8” in VH, is 
obtained in the same way. 
(EJ (i) Let VE VF, be such that k,(V) belongs to an edge in Ex - kE(EF,). The 
vertex V is a YP-class. Let W be a vertice of Vc (the proof is similar in the case 
of W E VH) such that g,J W) = V. Thus gV( W) = k,(V), gv( W) belongs to an 
edge in E, - kE(EFJ. We tan remark that E, - kE(EFI) c E, - g(E,) hence 
gV( W) belongs to an edge in EK - g(EJ. Since g is an occurrence, W is a Source. 
Therefore every vertex in the YP-class V are sources in G or in H. Hence V is a 
Source of Fq. 
(ii) Let V E VF, be such that k,(V) is a Source of H and let W be a vertex of G (the 
proof is similar if WE V,) such that V = gq( W). k,(V) = gv( W) is a Source in 
K therefore W is a Source in G since g is an occurrence. Therefore every element of the 
Yp-class V is a Source and V is a Source of Fq. 
k is an occurrence of Fq in K. 0 
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